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 Your Fuselage 

Yeah well I’m an airplane designer too-  
I imagined us into being, and I  
conjured the space where your  
fuselage used to lie, willed it  
into a molten force of 
untainted pure  
incomprehension 
and sent it hurtling, wings rattling,   
pilot drunk and beverage service very much over 

hurtling off course, might be frightful, hurtling 
disappointed; relieved; a failure-   
hurtling neither up your ass  
nor into the stratosphere, 
just boomeranging back my own way, fancy nuts to eat later, 
when my appetite, maybe, 
resumes. 
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 Animals 

Because you missed your flight, you get to rent  
a Kia and merge with the herd of vehicles  
waddling like penguins through the busy dusk. 
  
Just enough light left to see the two dead pheasants  
in the breakdown lane like blown-out tires,  
their wildly efficient respiratory systems now defunct. 

Next, a pair of deer, the doe severed grotesquely 
by whatever impact impacted her, though cause  
of death by the book would still be hypovolemic shock.    

Her buck’s intact, expired through the common dullness  
of internal injury, and aren’t we all limping about with a bit of that,  
his unseeable pain less gasp-worthy but no less fatal. 

Dreaming makes us human, someone said,  
which is stupid bullshit because animals dream too,  
as anyone knows who’s slept with one.   

Our shared humanity may be in the warmth  
of a toilet seat someone else just sat on, our invisible  
damage and our smash-aparts and sore feet.  Our desire  

to be on the red brocade couch near the crackling  
fire; yet still the pull towards the alone place outside,  
watching cold through steamy windows,  

waiting, hungry, wanting.  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  Donut Poem #1 

If you’ve ever bitten into something and been disappointed  
there’s no softness, no sugary semi-liquidity inside,  
and you are my sister, 
blame the jelly donut. 

If you are me,  
blame the Bavarian cream. 

As for the other disappointments and missing things,  
what’s not correct, what’s broken, what’s sabotaged, 
what’s shriveled, what’s dead-- these are not the fault 
of donuts of any flavor.   

The grackle is not upset that it is not a songbird. 
The songbird doesn’t wish to be a hawk. 

The missing perfection hides in a nest built of Kryptonite threads. 
The shriveled angel huddles within dense cake, biting her way out. 
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 Donut Poem #2 

Time to make the donuts, I tell my sons, sleepily, as I rouse them for another routine 
day.  They have no idea why I say that.  We do not, as a family, make or eat donuts.  
They have never in their lives been to a Dunkin’ Donuts, or the drive-through window 
of a Krispy Kreme.   

They are familiar, however, with the offensive cliche about cops and donuts and find it, 
as I did when younger, mysteriously hilarious.  Why are they so funny, fat cops?  The 
way their uniforms bulge out above and below the belt, which is of course where the 
weapons are anchored.  A diffusion of gun anxiety, fear of authority masked as 
disregard?  Or is it the word donut, itself, blunt and mundane? 

Perhaps because I’ve never been clubbed by one, I find the image of a cop on 
horseback sexy (though not a fat one).  Maybe this is also a perversion of the fear/
power dichotomy.  Maybe I’ve been naughty and deserve a clubbing, my head dented, 
body flung to the asphalt amid hooves, tumult, blood  

The boys wander to the kitchen in search of breakfast, which is never donuts, and I set 
about punching the proverbial dough, pouring milk, making lists in my head of what 
we’re out of in the pantry, barely noticing that everything has changed. 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 The Flightpath 

Before light or breath there was sound,  
the mother’s voice, her heartbeat. 
The movement of fluids, the echoes of metabolic process.   

Before fireworks or exhaustion, there was rhythm.   
Before television or asthma, a pulse. 

You walk the dog and and talk 
on your cellphone, making sure 
to only sip your drink  
when a plane flies overhead,  
engine noise masking the clink 
of ice against glass. 

The known pedophile in the neighborhood, 
always with his wheelbarrow, toil, toil, 
polite but not too friendly. 

How delighted the children would have been, 
when smaller, by the proximity  
of those roaring fuselages.  How they would have screamed 
with joy or terror at the leviathan shadows 
and the deep Doppler bass.  
  
Down the block, the still-young jump 
and flip on their front yard trampolines,  
shrieking, pointing 
to the sky. 
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 Inheritance  

My mother couldn’t wait to get out of the hospital 
so she could finally have a cigarette,  
and then twenty, and then thirty-six hundred more 
before she went back to the hospital to die. 

Why waste a match when you can light one  
after another after another after another ’til it’s time 
to brush your yellow teeth and and hit the hay? 

I know how she felt— I too dislike profligacy,  
and find comfort in repetition.   

In other ways we are dissimilar, me with my macho bullshit, 
her with her bag of drag queen stilettos, the spurned suitors, 
those lipsticks and that cement-filled freezer she wore,  
hanging on a thick rope from the joy chamber of her 
gorgeous, wheezing heart. 
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 The Tool of the Arrow and the Bow 

It’s all about the pause between the inhalation and the ex- 
husband, the hand about to land on my leg, its imminent  
departure. 

We place bets on the numbers  
of minutes or seconds before the sun-orb vanishes 
below the horizon line, then argue 
about whether it’s gone until  
there is no question that it’s gone. 

We set a timer and watch the children’s feet grow, counting 
the occasions we pour coffee grinds into compost, 
repetitive motion, crank-pull-dump. 

If you observe closely enough, can’t you see 
their hairs push through the follicles and self-manifest? 
Can’t you see the flowers die? 

We argue about whether or not the flowers are dead yet,  
and whether to throw them away. 

That moment when the arrow is stretched back as far 
as it will go without popping some metaphorical balloon, 
blowing a soul gasket, tripping a fuse.  The tension 
in the bow just prior to its swift, inevitable release.  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 The Secret Baptisms 

I was baptized by the wind, lying naked 
on the long table on our back patio, 
leaves crunching under my spine, 
laughing in the dark because 

the wind took everything, that which I’d wanted 
to keep and that which I’d untethered and hoped 
would disappear like a runaway  
into the hungry sea of night. 

I am the insects in the trees, I am the trees. 

The wind anointed me, it bathed me, it stripped me  
to my inner bark, and no one would ever know that 
if I did not tell you now.  I laughed,  

because that which was dying 
inside my bones was made real,  
the laughter of Lazarus, here I am!   
I am here! 

I was baptized by the roaring whoosh  
of the airplane’s underbelly, it all but scalped me,  
a reverse mohawk releasing like a trepanned brain,  
so much space now to exhale the sewage of the mind, 
gone with the tail smoke juggernaut.   

Arise, ye below, and walk in the silence of its wake! 
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 Icarus 

Just the same as everybody else, I was captivated  
by the story of Icarus, but thought it unjust 
that his ambition was rewarded with demise.   

From my eyes, it wasn’t pride but curiosity that impelled him,  
and to be punished for that smacked of Catholicism,  
of small-minded folk in bad-smelling rooms 
sucking their teeth after a meal of greasy  
potato salad and over-boiled meat. 

I have that in common with everybody, right? 
So why are we mired in this muck, this lotus mud 
as the yogis put it, tarred and feathered by our own 
fear, sweating poison, hypnotized by the throbbing 
rhythm of the vultures’ wings?  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 Us and Them 

I want to get inside the mind of a pelican and feel the decision to dive.  I want to dip 
my wing into blue lift of wave.  I want to soar for yard upon nautical yard, above the 
meniscus, watching what moves beneath me, feeling spray on my fish-hungry belly.  I 
want to taste the fish like the pelican tastes it, scales and skin, bright flesh in a 
saltwater soup. 

Quiero entrar en la mente de un pelícano y sentir la decisión de bucear. Quiero 
sumergir mi ala en la elevación de la ola azul. Quiero planar por metros sin fin por 
encima del menisco, observando lo que se mueve debajo de mí, sintiendo rocío en mi 
vientre hambriento de peces. Quiero probar el pescado como lo hace el pelícano, las 
escamas y la piel, carne brillante en una sopa de agua salada. 
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 Transcontinental Solo, 1979 

The child buckles into her seat.  The fastening is affirmed by a stewardess, with her 
hybrid nurse’s cap/tiara, that’s what hybrid means, thinks the child, and she sees the 
word, feels the word, the word curls up beside the Wernicke’s area of her left temporal 
gyrus like a small friendly animal.  She is handed a deck of branded playing cards and 
a can of 7-Up. 

Scoring the window was crucial because, the Appalachians! The Mississippi! The Great 
Plains!  Like chapters in a text book, she watched them unfold, like a slide show, like 
microfiche.  But where were the lines that separate state from state?  What is this— all 
states melding together, a plasma where there ought to be firm borders and welcome 
signs, state troopers and rest areas with helpful maps?   

The expectation of thick perimeters took a rapid nosedive into shame and 
disappointment.  What a baby, silly child, silly baby, silly girl.   

The process of disowning the desire begins immediately, and thus begins the process 
of disowning one’s true self. 
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 The Door   

The airplane is loaded with symbols and signs.  Don’t smoke, and here’s where the life 
jackets lie like lottery tickets, waiting to be called to service.  Barf bag, says this one, 
and go back to your seat now, says that. 

Find the door labeled “Only Come In If You’re You”, and if you are, then open it (it’ll 
slide to the left, unexpectedly) and step inside.  That’s where they keep the goats. 

Just kidding.  It’s angels, actually, not the grand kind but the small ones, and they’re 
not too happy about their confinement, but they understand karma, so they muscle 
through. 

Bring them peanuts and they’ll roll their golden eyes, but if you’ve got a bit of cheese, 
brie is good, or perhaps a quarter flan pilfered from the first class cart, they might 

sing for you, sounding like soulful oarsmen on a swamp boat,  
a-coming for to carry you home. 
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